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call of juarez bound in blood manual

To show the gameplay in very detailed way, apart from the text, I added about 600 screen.
Moreover, I expanded it with a few maps. Using this material you will find detailed explanation
where all 89 secrets are hidden. In the first one you will get walkthrough.They make their lawless
trail into the wildest West ever depicted, using their gun slinging skills and killing all of those that
stand before them. But when brothers face Lust, their bound of blood feels thinner than ever Dual
Collaborative Gameplay. Players can choose to embody either Ray or Thomas, each with a distinctive
gameplay style close or long range, specific abilities lasso, dynamite, and weapons dual guns,
longrange carbine. They collaborate with their other brother taking advantage of each of their
strengths and joining fire in the fiercest fights imaginable. Deadly Gun slinging. Call of Juarez Bound
in Blood offers a visceral shooting experience, relying on gun skills and upgradeable guns. Whether
close or long range, they harness a variety of weapons from heavy caliber canons to machine guns
and various pistols for facetoface duels. Every accurate shot increases their concentration, which
allows them to unleash deadly shooting modes when outnumbered, and even deadlier ones when the
brothers work together. Uncharted Territory. The players enjoy a wide variety of situations, using
horses, canoes, and wagons to explore the open natural landscapes of the mythical Wild West dry
desert of Arizona, Native American village in the woods and of its legendary period Civil War
trenches, gigantic cotton plantations Innovative Westernthemed Multiplayer Gunslingers, Bandits,
and Marshalls struggle online for the bounty. Multiple characters are unlocked for teambased
objectives modes or the straight forward team death
match.http://chickenwild.com/upload/contents/images/horizon-meter-manual.xml

call of juarez bound in blood manual, 1.0, call of juarez bound in blood manual.

Call of Juarez Bound in Blood introduces a Bounty system, which sees the players increase the
bounty on their head with more kills and try to get rid of the deadliest among them to increase their
bankrolls. Objectivesdriven, team based missions let them relive the most famous scenes of the Wild
West bank attack, train attack.. Techland Developer Website. Ubisoft Publisher Website. Most
developers seem to look the other way when considering possible settings.All logos and images are
copyrighted by their respective owners. Search Call of Juarez Bound in Blood Wiki Guide Call of
Juarez Bound in Blood Wiki Guide Top Contributors IGNGameGuides, IGNCheats Last Edited 30 Mar
2012 201 pm Page Tools Edit Classic Edit Beta Flag View History Welcome to the Call of Juarez
Bound in Blood wiki guide. The fabled Gold of Juarez calls once again in this exciting prequel to the
original Western FPS. Out on the unforgiving frontier, only sharp reflexes and sharper wits count,
and just because a man is your brother doesnt necessarily mean he is your friend. Feeling like an
outofluck desperado caught in the outhouse without his gunbelt. No problem; ride out the battles
with the help of the IGN Guide.Please help improve this wiki if you can, and remove this notice if
appropriate.If youre unfamiliar with editing our wikis, this simple Howto Wiki guide shows you how
to get started. If you are unsure about something, do not hesitate to ask the staff or flag the page
you are having trouble with please dont forget to tell us about the problem or reason. Guide Basics
Weapons Walkthrough Secrets More Wiki Sections Was this guide helpful. YES NO In This Wiki
Guide Call of Juarez Bound in Blood Summary In Call of Juarez Bound in Blood players can embody
both McCall brothers in an intense Wild West storyline full of greed, lust and lawlessness. It is the
second game in the Call of Juarez series, and a direct prequel to the original Call of
Juarez.http://www.doctorbiokon.com/userfiles/bushnell-backtrack-owners-manual.xml

Two further Call of Juarez games were made after Bound in Blood; a loose sequel set in
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contemporary Los Angeles and Mexico The Cartel , and a narratively unrelated game with similar
gameplay Gunslinger .Beginning towards the end of the American Civil War in August 1864, they
abandon their post to try to save their family home. Labelled deserters, they go on the run, with
their younger brother William, a priest, joining them. Two years later, hiding out in Mexico, they
meet the bandit Juan Mendoza and his girlfriend Marisa, and first encounter the legend of the Gold
of Juarez. With their army commander still pursuing them, they enter into a dangerous alliance with
Mendoza and an Apache tribe in order to find the gold.Most critics praised the plot, the general
shooting mechanics, the games authentic western tone, and the multiplayer online mode. Criticism
tended to focus on poor enemy AI, repetitive level design, and, especially, the lack of any kind of
coop mode. Some critics also found the singleplayer mode too short and easy. The game was a
commercial success, selling close to one million units worldwide across all systems, considerably
more than the first game.Whereas in the original Call of Juarez, the player controlled alternating
characters from level to level, in Bound in Blood, most levels offer the player the choice of which
character they wish to play as, with each character having a slightly different style of gameplay. The
character which the player does not choose is controlled by the AI for the duration of the level.Each
can move forward and backward, can strafe left and right, can run, walk, crouch, and jump. Each
shares an identical HUD, with the same information available to the player; the location of the
mission objective and the location of the other character. At certain times, the HUD will also contain
other information, such as the location of a shop or an indication that the player character needs
help from his brother.

Both characters can also interact with certain objects, such as chairs, oil lamps, ammo and dropped
weaponry.Both characters can also can start fires by throwing or shooting oil lamps. They are also
both capable of using chairs in handtohand combat.Up to twelve enemies in total can be tagged or
less than twelve enemies can be tagged multiple times, up to a total of twelve tags during
concentration mode, but the amount of time the player has to do so is limited indicated by an
onscreen meter. Instead, the crosshairs automatically moves from visible enemy to visible enemy,
pausing on each one momentarily. Ray and Thomas simultaneously burst into the room, and the
game goes into slow motion. Two targeting reticles appear on either side of the screen, with each
moving towards the center. The player cannot control the movement of either reticle, or move their
character during concentration mode, but they can control the positioning of the screen, allowing
them to maneuver the characters vision so as to position the reticles over an enemy.Players must
keep the characters hand as close to their gun as possible using the left analog stick or mouse,
whilst simultaneously using the right analog stick or keyboard to move the camera so as to keep the
enemy centered. A bell rings when the player can draw their weapon. However, they cannot touch
their gun, as if they do, their hand is automatically moved away. At the same time, the player needs
to keep the opponent lined up in the centre of the screen by using the right analog stick or
keyboard.Once the wanted player is killed, the player who killed them then becomes the wanted
player. If they survive sixty seconds, their team scores a point. If they are killed, the player who kills
them becomes the wanted player, and they must try to survive for sixty seconds. One team has a
series of objectives, and a limited time in which to complete them.This bounty system is used in all
game modes, on all maps and with all character classes.

Money earned during multiplayer games can be used to unlock character classes or to upgrade the
class currently being used within the game. Upgrades feature two levels; the first level cancels out
the classes weaknesses, the second increases the classes strengths. If the player switches classes
midgame having already upgraded another class, their upgrades will not carry across to the new
class. However, if they switch back to the previously upgraded class, their upgrades will remain.He
is determined to find the Gold of Juarez. The McCalls meet Mendoza after saving Marisa from a gang
of rowdy cowboys. There is a cut to black, a gunshot, and Marisa screams.My mother and I were all
alone, doing our best to run what was left of the family farm. Two years previously I had left the



seminary, giving up my religious studies to do my familial duty. Now everything we held dear was
about to burn, and our last hope was the Confederate forces defending the Chattahoochee
River.Near the Chattahoochee River, the brothers help to repulse an attack by the Union Army.
However, rather than go on the offensive, Colonel Barnsby orders a retreat to Jonesboro to reinforce
supply lines. The McCalls refuse to comply, and instead desert to try to save their nearby home.
When they arrive, they find the house partially destroyed, their mother dead, and William by her
bedside. Vowing to return and rebuild the house, they leave, knowing they are fugitives. A short
while later, Barnsby arrives, vowing to track them down and hang them for their desertion.Barnsby,
however, has refused to surrender, and continues to both fight the army and hunt the McCalls. The
brothers head to Fort Smith, Arkansas, with William growing increasingly worried by their lawless
behaviour. When the local marshal learns Thomas slept with his daughter, there is a shootout and
the marshal is killed. The brothers flee, heading to San Lorenzo in Mexico.

He sends his reluctant son, Seeing Farther, to purchase rifles in Mexico, authorizing him to trade a
hidden medallion which reveals the location of the Gold. In a saloon in San Lorenzo, Marisa catches
Rays attention. Mendoza reveals he too is looking for the Gold, and promises them a share if they
help find it. After they kill a rival of his, he introduces them to Seeing Farther, who has come to him
to purchase the rifles, and, in return, will reveal the location of the medallion.In Tucson, they learn
he has been imprisoned by the Pinkertons. Marisa secretly flirts with Ray, who tells her they could
take the medallion for themselves. Ray and Thomas then rescue the gun runner, who is wrapped in
bandages, and return him to Mendoza. In private, he reveals himself to be Barnsby, telling Mendoza
if he wants the rifles, he must hand over the McCalls. Meanwhile, Ray brags to Thomas and William
of his plans with Marisa. Thomas goes to see Marisa, who says she was using Ray, hoping he would
kill Mendoza, when she is actually in love with Thomas.Under interrogation, William tells Barnsby
that Mendoza is trading the rifles for the medallion. Barnsby orders his men to hang the McCalls.
However, they escape, and follow Mendoza. Barnsby watches them leave, deciding to follow them to
Mendoza, hoping to get the medallion and use the Gold to raise a new Confederate army. When the
McCalls catch up with Mendoza, he claims he knew nothing of Barnsbys plan. The Apaches acquire
the rifles, but confront the group, as William has told Seeing Farther the rifles dont work. Running
River orders them all killed, but Seeing Farther intercedes. Marisa is taken captive, with Mendozas
approval, as she was the only one he told the rifles were defective unknown to Mendoza, Marisa had
told Thomas, who had told William. The McCalls go to the village as Seeing Farthers guests, and he
agrees to help them find the medallion.

Infiltrating Navajo territory, they retrieve it, with Seeing Farther entrusting it to William and
explaining how to use it.The Apache are massacred; Ray, Thomas and Running River escape, but
Seeing Farther is taken hostage. Barnsby offers Running River his son in return for the medallion,
and Running River agrees. Assuming William and Marisa are dead, Ray and Thomas attempt to
rescue Seeing Farther, but Barnsby mortally wounds him. Dying, he says William and Marisa are still
alive, and are being held captive by Mendoza in his alcazar. The brothers leave Running River to kill
Barnsby, as they head to rescue William and Marisa. Speaking to his dead son, Running River
renounces his life of violence and hatred, stating that from now on, he shall live a life of peace, and
be known as Calm Water.Marisa gives William a gun, unaware that Mendoza is watching. Mendoza
forces William to kill to save himself, and then orders his men kill William. He tells Marisa after he
kills Ray and Thomas, he will kill her for her betrayal. She tells him she is pregnant, but he says once
the baby is born, she will work as a prostitute for him. However, she knocks him out and takes the
medallion. At the same time, Ray and Thomas storm the alcazar. Ray heads to save William, and
Thomas gets horses for their escape. Marisa approaches him, telling him she knows the secret of the
medallion, and she and Thomas must use it, as William is dead. Thomas reluctantly agrees to leave
Ray behind. Elsewhere, Ray prevents Williams murder, and in the caves under the alcazar, he shoots
Mendoza, but is unable to find his body in the water. He and William escape, with Ray beside himself



with rage at Thomas betrayal.However, he is shocked when he learns it is, and they encounter
Thomas and Marisa in the chambers. The opening scene repeats, with the two brothers facing off
against one another. However, William steps between them, telling Ray he wont allow him to kill
Thomas.

He pretends he is about to draw a gun, and Ray shoots him. In actuality he was taking out his Bible.
The chamber is then attacked by Barnsby, whom Running River chose not to kill. After killing all of
his men, the McCalls face Barnsby, shooting him dead. Coming to believe the legend that the Gold is
cursed, the McCalls and Marisa leave it behind. Williams sacrifice compels Ray to renounce violence,
and become a priest. He then marries Thomas and Marisa, and the three head to a small town in
Texas, with Marisa pregnant with Mendozas child. She carries the medallion as an amulet, which
she plans to give to the child when he is born.While we focused on the games core strength, its
shooting mechanics, were also very proud of the enhanced wide open environments and natural
wildlife. It was only when they counted back from Billys story in the original game that they realized
a prequel would coincide with that period of history. War serves as a catalyst and an excuse for the
McCall brothers.As is often the case, reality turned out to be much less exciting than legend. During
that time, revolvers were still very unreliable, and doublebarreled shotguns were the most popular
weapons in the Wild West. Thats why spaghetti Westerns won that particular competition. This
means that all weapons are very accurately recreated from their historical counterparts, but just like
in everyones favorite Western movies, they shouldnt really be there yet.He praised the plot, but
criticised the voice acting. However, he was critical of the dueling system which he felt was based
more on luck than skill, the enemy AI, and the level design.The first, Call of Juarez The Cartel, was
released in 2011 for the PlayStation 3, Xbox 360 and Windows. Set in contemporary Los Angeles and
Mexico, the game follows the story of LAPD detective Ben McCall, FBI agent Kimberly Evans and
DEA agent Eddie Guerra as they attempt to ascertain who bombed the DEA headquarters, and why.

Spanning thirty years, the game takes place across a wide range of locations, including Wyoming,
Montana, Kansas, Missouri, and Colorado, as an unreliable narrator relates his encounters with
people such as Billy the Kid, Butch Cassidy, and Newman Haynes Clanton.As the firstborn son of a
Georgia plantation owner, Ray was forced by his father to set an example for his siblings. Growing
up on a pedestal, constantly the center of attention, Ray thinks of no one as an authoritative figure.
The only true value he was taught is family. Archived from the original on December 1, 2014.
Retrieved November 12, 2015. Archived from the original on August 30, 2011. Retrieved November
12, 2015. Archived from the original on December 6, 2014. Retrieved November 10, 2015. By using
this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Learn more opens in a new window or
tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is
subject to change until you make payment. If you reside in an EU member state besides UK, import
VAT on this purchase is not recoverable. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Programme terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window
or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn
More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab May have minor
damage to jewel case or item cover, The cover art and liner notes are included for a CD. VHS or
DVD box is included. Video game instructions are included. No skipping on the CD or DVD, when
played. No fuzzy or snowy frames on VHS tape, when played. See the seller’s listing for full details
and description of any imperfections. Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request
post to your location. Please enter a valid postcode.

Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Sellers may be required to accept returns for items
that are not as described. Learn more about your rights as a buyer. opens in a new window or tab
Youre covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee if you receive an item that is not as described in



the listing. We may receive commission if your application for credit is successful. Terms and
conditions apply. Subject to credit approval. We may receive commission if your application for
credit is successful. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton
Secured powered by Verisign. Sorry that didnt help. Please submit a support ticket and tell us how
we can help you. Email us your issue or chat with an expert Please try again later. Please try again
later. Please refine your search criteria. Please try again later. Please refine your search criteria.
Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. We don’t share your
credit card details with thirdparty sellers, and we don’t sell your information to others. Used Very
GoodShips direct from Amazon.Something we hope youll especially enjoy FBA items qualify for
FREE Shipping and Amazon Prime. Learn more about the program. Please try again.Please try
again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to
the next or previous heading. In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading
shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1 In order
to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. Register a free business account Full content visible, double tap to read brief
content. Please try your search again later.As the McCall brothers, players enter a doomed quest for
the legendary Gold of Juarez leading them from a ravaged Georgia during the Civil War to the Aztec
ruins of Mexico.

They make their lawless trail into the wildest West ever depicted, using their gunslinging skills and
killing all of those that stand before them. Every accurate shot increases your concentration, which
allows you to unleash deadly shooting modes when outnumbered and even deadlier ones when the
brothers work together. Choose to embody Ray or Thomas, each with a distinctive gameplay style
close or long range, specific abilities lasso, dynamite, etc. and arsenal of deadly weapons dual guns,
longrange carbine, etc.. Take advantage of each of their strengths and join in the fiercest fights
imaginable. The West before it was tamed. The McCall brothers face a renegade Apache Chief, a
greedy Mexican bandit, and a vindictive Colonel, all driven by greed with moral disregard. Enjoy a
wide variety of situations, using horses, canoes and wagons to explore the open natural landscapes
of the mythical Wild West and its legendary period. Gunslingers, bandits and marshals struggle
online for the bounty. Multiple characters are unlocked for teambased objective modes or the
straightforward team deathmatch. Call of Juarez Bound in Blood introduces a Bounty system, which
sees players increase the bounty on their head with more kills. Get rid of the deadliest among you to
increase your bank roll!In their journey across a vast landscape, these lawless gunslingers will stop
at nothing to achieve their goal — and woe to any man who tries to stand in their way. Arm yourself
with pistols, cannons, machine guns and more as you strike out on a mission with two fearless
compatriots whose bonds of blood are only strengthened by the blood they spill together. Ray and
Thomas McCall View larger. Roam the Wild West View larger. The ultimate gunslingers View larger.
Synopsis In Call of Juarez Bound in Blood, youll join Ray and Thomas McCall on a quest for the Gold
of Juarez.

Become a true gunslinger, increasing your powers of concentration with each accurate shot until
you are able to unleash a variety of deadly shooting modes. Play as either Ray or Thomas, using each
brothers distinctive skills to help you overcome amoral outlaw opponents like a renegade Apache
chief, a greedy Mexican bandit and a vindictive colonel. Then take the fight online for intense
multiplayer action with unique modes, numerous maps and a variety of classes designed to provide a
thrilling Wild West experience. Key Game Features Roam the Wild West in search of a legendary
treasure Unleash the firepower of pistols, heavycaliber cannons, machine guns and other weapons to
kill anyone who dares to stand in your way Increase your powers of concentration with each
accurate shot so you can unleash deadly shooting modes when outnumbered, or even deadlier ones
when the brothers work together Play as either Ray or Thomas and rely on each brothers gameplay
style, specific abilities and arsenal of weapons to triumph in any fight Explore the untamed West on



horses, in canoes or in wagons Take the gunslinging action online to explore modes, maps and
classes designed to heighten the Wild West excitement Never Before Seen Western Experience
Experience iconic settings full of outlaws in the West before it was tamed. Explore the vast natural
landscapes of the mythical Wild West and its legendary period on horseback and in wagons and
canoes. Savings represents a discount off the List Price.To calculate the overall star rating and
percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews
to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later. Decker 3.0 out of 5 stars The game was pretty
enjoyable the first play through but I doubt It would be any better in the second. Almost none of the
characters are likable and the dialogue can get very cheesy.

Itd be better werent it for the subpar voice acting which can sound like nails on a chalk board after
awhile. One of the brothers you play as has an over the top Southern accent and the other sounds
like hes talking with food in his mouth. The visuals are actually very good though but that is still
disappointing given that the areas the game is based in look very little like they do in the game. As a
side note I had no idea that Navajos lived in tipis or that Apaches decorated their villages with totem
poles. The gameplay is a mixed bag. One of the most frustrating aspects to it are the quick draw
boss sequences. I can see what the designers were going for but it feels broken. Guaranteed youll
die a lot and maybe end up not playing the game anymore. It was tough for me but I kept at it,
though Ill admit I got more than just steamed by it. Another odd bit of the gameplay are the free
roaming missions. While these can be fun they dont offer much in gameplay as youll find yourself
roaming around an empty space with random bandit attacks spawning at you from nowhere. Still the
game was pretty good, and the cover mechanics worked very well despite it being a first person
shooter. While I didnt take the game very seriously it was still fun in an over the top Western sense.
Still if you want a really good western game you should stick with Red Dead Redemption, otherwise
you can pass the time or go achievement hunting with Call of Juarez Bound in Blood.Online modes,
varied and fun. For example, in Wanted, one player is wanted, and all the other try to kill him, when
you do, you are wanted, but you get 10 seconds of invulnerability, and since you are all standing
there, you spin around and try to kill everyone before the 10 seconds runs out.fun and keeps you on
the edge of your seat. Story can be played as either brother through most of it.I have started a
second playthrough as the other brother, and the game is varied enought to make it fun.

Gun duels, while frustrating at first, once you get it, is a blast.and its very satisfying. Story will make
you laugh out loud, or at least it did me. I picked this up for forty on amazon DOD, and it was worth
that for me.mainly due to the lack of people playing online.maybe its because i am too cheap to pay
for the map pack thats out.I dont know.but if some of the 85,000 people that were playing WAW the
other night had this game and played it, it would have been fun. Online modes are great but getting
in a game takes too long, not the games fault lack of players, but on the plus, you get to run around
and shoot each other instead of sitting in a list lobby.which is lots of fun.buy it, you will like it, but
dont plan on playing online unless you know other people that have it.I usually dont watch cut
scenes and dont care about them. Not the case with this game. I didnt skip them and got pulled into
the story and found myself liking the cut scenes. This game has a good story in my opinion and its a
very fun game. I will say this game could have been better with very little effort. My two complaints
would be 1. I like to look around and take my time on a game. But if you get too far from your
brother it warns you to get back to him and if you dont you just die. Gives you about 10 seconds to
get back to him. What makes this a major problem is that there are a bunch of hidden items to find.
So in my opinion that might be impossible since when you go off looking you end up leaving your
brother and dying. 2. Second complaint is that if you buy a new gun you just drop the old one and
leave it. You should be able to sell it for some of your money back, give it to your brother, or store it
for use later. As far as I can tell and I beat the game, you cant do any of those things. It would be
cool to have a weapons locker before the start of each game and choose from all the weapons you



bought and own.

It would also be cool if you could carry 5 or so extra guns you find then sell them when you come
across the arms dealers.The story isnt all great but its set up with great presentation with good
voice acting and good cut scenes. Having the option to play between two characters that both have
their own play style was nice and fresh to do if you want to put more time in the game with a second
playthrough. The multiplayer is pretty good and has some great innovative ideas such as trying to
break into a safe and trying to escape afterwards while others try to prevent you to make any
progress. While playing through you come across many types of weapons to your disposal. The
graphics are nice, the framerate stays consistant, and its decent length. Your put into some creative
and not so creative scenarios like attempting an escape via canoe or protecting a wagon through
indian invested woods. Its a good game and easily recommended with the price of admission from
Amazon.Listed as used acceptable. I say B.S. disk wasnt in the e factory case, just some generic dvd
case. And whats worse the disk was scratched badly and looked like some kid ate pizza on it. It
would not install on my xbox. But I should have had to.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please
try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Didnt enjoy it as much as the first call
of juarezSorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again. Something went wrong.Learn more
opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment.


